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Abstract
Transport poverty is an issue that has never fully captured the interests of the transport engineering profession in either the Global North or South. And yet, it is a problem that adversely affects the daily lives of literally millions of people within both geographical spheres. What precisely constitutes transport poverty is not adequately articulated within the academic, policy or infrastructure design literatures. This paper aims to demonstrate how the different ways that academic studies and policy programmes have defined and recorded the problem of transport poverty is directly related to the ways in which it has been subsequently addressed in practice. The overall impression is one of inadequacy, fragmentation, inconsistency and tokenistic treatment of an issue that potentially affects anywhere between 10 to 90 per cent of all households, depending on which definition is used and which country is being considered. This suggests that it is a far greater problem than the transport profession has previously been prepared to recognise and one that requires its urgent attention given the continuing trends for mass migration, urbanization and wealth concentration within and between the Global North and South.
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1. Introduction

Various texts implicitly or explicitly refer to the problem of transport poverty, including those written by academics such as Lucas (2004, p.291), and Litman (2015, p.2), official policymaking bodies such as the UK’s Social Exclusion Unit (2003) and UK Department for Transport (2006) and lobby organisations such as the UK’s RAC Foundation (2012) and the Campaign for Better Transport (2012). But does it really exist as a stand-alone phenomenon, i.e. is it something that is somehow fundamentally different to being simply poor per se? If it does exist, how easy is it to understand who might be affected and to convey its negative social consequences to policymakers? And perhaps more importantly, what should be done about it?

For example, is transport poverty a real problem for individuals, or is it a systemic problem that needs to be addressed more strategically at the community level, citywide or across whole regions? Are different types of solutions needed, depending on who is affected and where they are physically located or will adjustment of some of the blanket policy measures that are currently used within transport policy, such as concessionary fares, operating subsidies for socially necessary public transport services and supplementary community transport services work just as well to resolve the problem? Finally, is this ultimately even a transport delivery problem at all or one of urban and rural planning or for social welfare services to resolve?

It is not possible to address all of these issues within this paper, but it does attempt to provide an overview of the various ways in which transport poverty has been previously conceptualised within the available literatures, as well as to offer for discussion some newly devised definitions. The paper uses these different definitions to discuss how transport poverty might be measured, illustrating how different methodological approaches might be required depending on the nature of the problem. It then presents a brief analysis of the publically available datasets that can be used to explore transport poverty and identify some important gaps in these datasets that need to be addressed in order to improve future analysis in this respect. Finally, it offers a flavour of some of the policy approaches that have been brought into play to address different aspects of the problem of transport poverty.

The paper is intended as a state-of-the-art review and think piece about how transport poverty has been conceptualized within the current literatures, rather than an empirical study report. It primarily focuses on the experience of countries of the Global North and in particular the UK, although it also draws examples from elsewhere. This evidence-base is used to consider the ways in which transport poverty might need to be explored differently within the Global South given the more extreme depth, breadth and intensity of the problem within the developing world.

One of the most important issues that transport professionals need to better understand and communicate are the severe social consequences of transport poverty, not only for the people who are directly affected by it, but also for society as a whole. It is already evident that the transport conditions and mobility behaviours of lower income population groups have very specific patterns that are highly differentiated from their higher income counterparts in almost every country in the world. Specific recognition of these differences is extremely important for
the planning and delivery of economically, environmentally and socially sustainable transport systems.

First of all, the poorest groups in any given country tend to be less mobile. They most often suffer from a lack of both private and public transport services in terms of the number of options and the quality of services that are available to them (Barter, 1999; Titheridge et al., 2014). As such, they are forced to rely on options such as walking and cycling, often over long distances and in unsafe conditions. They are, therefore, also more exposed to road-related casualties and deaths and to traffic-related pollutants (both in the living/working areas and in their mobility patterns), which also has knock-on negative consequences for their health and wellbeing (Campaign for Better Transport, 2012; Titheridge et al., 2014).

At the same time, in urban areas poor people are most often located in peripheral locations at the edges of cities with a low amenity value, where there are few local employment opportunities and an absence of local services and basic facilities. This conflates with their lack of access to transport options to produce a ‘poverty trap’, which limits their wider access to jobs, education and health facilities, social networks and more generally their ‘right to the city’ (Harvey 2003).

From a land-use planning perspective, especially in developing contexts, there is disconnect between the mobility needs of low-income, non-car owning citizens to move and act freely within compact and walkable cities and the development trend for segregated, gated, car-friendly and gentrified settings, which correspond with the lifestyle preferences of middle and higher class populations (Barter, 1999 and Soja, 2010).

A number of academic studies have suggested that the poorest sectors of society also do not equally benefit from new or improved transport infrastructures and services (e.g. Booth et al., 2000; Hettige, 2006; Gachassin et al., 2010; Khandker and Koolwal, 2011; Mu and van de Walle, 2011). This may either be because they do not have access to motorised transport or because they cannot afford transit services. The poorest population groups may become even further marginalised and impoverished by the externalities of these major infrastructures through community severance and increased road casualties and deaths, as well as by the knock-on land use effects of these investments, which may serve to further dislocate them from mainstream economic activities (Starkey and Hine, 2014).

2. Defining transport poverty

What precisely constitutes transport poverty has never been fully articulated within either the academic or policy literatures. This is unlike, for example, the concept of fuel poverty, which in many countries now has its own relatively well-established set of definitions and evaluation metrics. This may in part be due to the more nebulous nature of mobility as a ‘merit good’, as well to a less obvious causal chain between a lack of transport and any knock-on negative social consequences.

It is extremely difficult to construct a concise definition for transport poverty based on unmet
household needs. Firstly, transport poverty resides with individuals rather than the whole household (i.e. one member of a household may experience it whilst another member of the same household does not) and is particularly polarised around gender differences (Booth et al. 2000; Robinson and Thagesen 2004). Secondly, mobility is largely associated with the secondary benefit of providing accessibility to goods, services and activities. These activities are all highly socially, temporally and geographically context-specific, making it more difficult to construct a single definitive indicator of transport poverty. It is, therefore, unclear whether transport poverty relates to a deficiency in transport supply, and/or to some minimum level of mobility, and/or to a level of accessibility to goods, services and daily activities.

Furthermore, different terminologies have been used interchangeably to describe transport poverty within the various literatures. Terms such as transport/mobility poverty (e.g. Ahrend et al., 2014; Martens, 2013; Velaga et al., 2012), accessibility poverty (e.g. Martens and Bastiaanssen, 2014; Scheiner 2008), transport-related social exclusion (Hine, 2009) and transport disadvantage (Currie et al., 2009) are used with often very different, although also overlapping definitions. This is unhelpful and, as Lucas and Markovich note: "there is a need to establish a “lexicon of definitions to ensure a greater degree of clarity and consistency within and between the academic and policy literature” (2011, p.233).

This article attempts to establish such a lexicon (see Table 1) by putting forward definitions for five distinct, albeit interrelated (see Fig. 1), notions1. It proposes a distinction between:

- **transport poverty** itself which is explained as an overarching combination of the subset of:
  - **transport affordability** (Litman, 2015) - i.e. inability to meet the cost of transport
  - **mobility poverty** – i.e. the lack of (usually motorized) transport
  - **accessibility poverty** – i.e. the difficulty of reaching certain key activities such as employment, education, healthcare services, shops, etc. (Abley, 2010; Harris, 2001).
  - **exposure to transport externalities** - in its broadest definition, transport poverty can also been seen to include the disproportionate negative exposures to the transport system itself (UN-Habitat, 2013; Barter, 1999; Booth et al., 2000).

---

1 It is noted that these notions and their relationships can be conceptualised in many different ways – see e.g. Titheridge et al. (2014, p. 4).
Table 1 A lexicon of definitions for transport poverty

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notion</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Mobility poverty</em></td>
<td>A systemic lack of (usually motorized) transport that generates difficulties in moving, often (but not always) connected to a lack of services or infrastructures.</td>
<td>Moore <em>et al.</em>, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Accessibility poverty</em></td>
<td>The difficulty of reaching certain key activities - such as employment, education, healthcare services, shops and so on - at reasonable time, ease and cost</td>
<td>Department for Transport, 2014a; SEU, 2003;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Transport affordability</em></td>
<td>The lack of individual/household resources to afford transportation options, typically with reference to the car (in developed countries) and/or public transport</td>
<td>Carruthers <em>et al.</em>, 2005; Litman, 2015; Serebrisky <em>et al.</em>, 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Exposure to transport externalities</em></td>
<td>The outcomes of disproportionate exposures to the negative effects of the transport system, such as road traffic casualties and chronic diseases and deaths from traffic related pollution. Often considered within the US literatures from an environmental justice perspective.</td>
<td>Barter, 1999; Booth <em>et al.</em>, 2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1 Transport affordability

This first and rather narrow definition of transport poverty, with its identification of car ownership as a basic household need, is mostly only relevant within the context of the hyper-mobility of developed countries in the Global North. Gleeson and Randolph (2002, p.102) consider that: “transport poverty occurs when a household is forced to consume more travel costs than it can reasonably afford, especially costs relating to motor car ownership and usage”. Within this definition, Currie *et al.* (2013) are able to explore a connection between transport poverty and forced car ownership, where low income households have to spend a high share of their income on running cars due to lack of public transport alternatives (Rodrigue *et al.*, 2006; Denmark, 1998; Hine, 2009) and also suffer the highest public transport fares.

It is clear, however, that transport poor populations in the Global South are currently largely exempt from this discourse, where even being able to afford bus fares to access formal transit
services is often out of the reach of most low-income households. In other circumstances, affordable transport options that are available might lead to other stresses in terms of the journey-time required, unsafe and uncomfortable travelling conditions, etc. But as the urban populations of many developing countries become more and more dependent on the use of private motorized vehicles, it is likely that the people who cannot afford even these modes of transport will become similarly marginalised (as their low income counterparts in the developed world) from participating in everyday life chance activities (Booth et al., 2000).

In developed countries, as Litman (2015) highlights, there is indeed a narrow link between transport affordability and social exclusion, as unaffordable transport can exclude people from accessing basic activities such as education or shopping. Moreover, it can lead to the sacrifice of essential expenditures such as food or medicines. The goal of ensuring affordable and inclusive public transport services should be traded off against that of ensuring sufficient revenue for good quality services. This can only be achieved through some form of financial subsidy, most usually delivered through the State (World Bank, 2005).

2.2 Mobility poverty

While the concept of transport affordability refers to the lack of individual resources to afford transportation options, mobility poverty refers more to a systemic lack of transportation and mobility options. In this context, there is a proved correlation between low income and mobility poverty, whereby mobility problems are the result of poverty situations and at the same time compound them. Mobility poverty might be connected to a lack of transit services or infrastructures. However, major infrastructure investment does not necessarily address the needs of the most poor (as discussed in Section 3.3), as transport investment backed up by the economic growth agenda “tends to benefit the ‘non-poor’ most” (Starkey and Hine, 2014, p.7).

2.3 Accessibility poverty

Accessibility poverty extends the concept of mobility poverty to also consider whether people can reach their basic daily activities within a reasonable time, ease and cost (Social Exclusion Unit, 2003; Preston and Raje, 2007). In the Global North, accessibility poverty has helped to identify the social groups that lack the basic resources to be able to access key activities which support their life chances, such as employment, education and health visits and also takes account quality of life issues (Olvera et al., 2008; Pereira and Schwanen, 2013). If transport is understood as a means to satisfy other needs and rights (Cebollada, 2006), accessibility poverty acts to reproduce the general conditions of poverty and it is clearly connected with social exclusion (see Lucas (2012) for a full discussion of the literatures concerning transport-related social exclusion).

To apply the accessibility poverty concept within countries in the Global South would pose new
conceptual and operationalization issues. The accessibility approach would mean that transport planners should consider transport provision in relation to other areas of social policy delivery such as housing and access to activities, such as employment, marketplaces, healthcare and education (Pinto de Freitas, 2005; Porter, 2014). There is also more of a compelling need to consider the service quality and safety dimensions of people’s travel experiences, whether by public transport or non-motorized modes, as well temporal dimension in terms of long-travel distances, both to and from transit services and also whilst walking. This again has similarities with debates on domestic energy, where developing a global perspective on energy deprivation requires going beyond the narrow understanding of 'fuel poverty' that has dominance within the UK policy context (Bouzarovski and Petrova, 2015).

2.4 Disproportionate exposure to transport externalities
There are two environmental-related aspects of transport poverty: i) the disproportionate direct exposure of certain population groups to traffic related environmental externalities, such as air and noise pollution, as well as traffic-related pedestrian casualties and deaths; and ii) the various dis-amenities of transport infrastructure projects on the lives and livelihoods of the local communities who are living alongside them, as well as the disbanding and dislocation of communities as a result of building these projects. The Campaign for Better Transport (2012) and the UN-Habitat report (Barter, 1999) record that those on low incomes (particularly in the Global South) are far less likely to own a car but face many of the problems that society's dependency on the car causes: on a global scale, low income communities are paying “a disproportionate share of external costs” (Barter, 1999) by being much more exposed to these problems.

2.5 A new definition of transport poverty
Based on this lexicon of individual definitions, the authors have devised the following working definition of transport poverty for the purposes of further exploration, critique and policy formulation within subsequent sectors of the paper:

An individual is transport poor if, in order to satisfy their daily basic activity needs, at least one of the following conditions apply:

- There is literally no transport option available that is suited to the individual's physical condition and capabilities.
- The existing transport options do not reach destinations where the individual can fulfil his/her daily activity needs, in order to maintain a reasonable quality of life.
- The necessarily weekly amount spent on transport leaves the household with a residual income below the official poverty line.
- The individual needs to spend an excessive amount of time travelling, leading to time poverty or social isolation.
- The prevailing travel conditions are dangerous, unsafe or unhealthy for the individual.

Each of these phenomena can of course also be a subset of the other (see Fig. 1) and may not
be distinguishable from the point of view of the person affected, but they do have different implications in terms of appropriate policy response to address transport poverty, a discussed later in the paper.

Figure 1 - Transport poverty and related sub-concepts. Own elaboration.

3. Measuring transport poverty

Having identified what transport poverty looks like, it is then possible to think about how to measure its incidence within any given population group or within a geographical area. The next two sections of the paper aim to demonstrate that if only partial aspects of the transport poverty problem are recorded (i.e. only affordability, mobility, accessibility or externalities), then it is likely that this will be a key determinant in understanding exactly who is affected and the shape of the policy solutions brought forward.

This section discusses some of the indicators and metrics that have been identified within the literatures as useful for measuring the different dimensions of transport poverty (summarized in Table 2). These suggested measures are intended to be indicative only and any benchmarks will be highly context-specific and dependent on the prevailing transport and land-use conditions of the country or city that is being appraised. Section 4 presents some of the data sources on transport poverty that are currently available in the UK. Fig. 2 and 3 exemplify which indicators can be drawn from these sources, reporting values for the UK in 2012.
### Table 2 – Some examples of indicators, metrics and benchmarks for transport poverty

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Affordability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport Affordability</td>
<td>Income, Quantity of Travel, Single trip Fare</td>
<td>Average and bottom quintile per capita incomes</td>
<td>Carruthers et al. (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trip Generation</td>
<td>Number of trips</td>
<td>Vulnerable populations segments (Elderly, Children, disabled people, part time job, job seekers)</td>
<td>Schmöcker et al. (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trip Distance</td>
<td>Distance of travel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trip Duration</td>
<td>Commuting times</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport Social Needs Disadvantage (TD)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Access to a private motorised vehicle, demographics, the level of crime, accessibility to key areas of interest</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index of Public Transport Availability of Public Transport (PT)</td>
<td>Public Transport provision per capita.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index of Disparity between Needs and Provision</td>
<td>The difference between transport need and the availability of public transport. (TD – PT)</td>
<td>The gap existing between the social transport need, and the provision of public transport available</td>
<td>Currie (2004), Delmelle and Casa (2012), Jaramillo et al. (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Justice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATA diesel PM*</td>
<td>Diesel particulate matter level in air</td>
<td>Average µg/m³</td>
<td>Environmental Protection Agency. 2015. EJSCREEN: Environmental Justice Screening and Mapping Tool [Online]. [Accessed November 2015].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particulate matter</td>
<td>PM2.5 levels in air</td>
<td>Annual Average µg/m³</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic proximity and volume</td>
<td>Count of vehicles at major roads within 500 meters, divided by distance in meters (not km)</td>
<td>Average annual daily traffic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1 Measures of affordability

Various measures of transport affordability have been proposed in the literature. A first group of measures refers to actual transport expenditure as a share of income. In the UK, the RAC Foundation proposed to define households spending more than 10% of their income on transport as ‘transport poor’ (2012), mimicking the pre-2012 official definition of fuel poverty. Similar measures are adopted in developing country studies, often comparing the (public) transport expenditure of poor households to a benchmark of average users (for a review see Serebrisky et al. (2009)). These measures have two key limitations: i) focusing on actual
expenditure, rather than on normatively defined need (as it is the case for fuel poverty) means neglecting issues of ‘suppressed travel demand’. Households may need to spend a high proportion of their income on transport but avoid doing so, limiting their travel in order to ensure the satisfaction of competing needs; and ii) transport expenditure (unlike domestic energy) is non-regressive in most developed countries, i.e. richer households spend on average a higher proportion of income on it (this is often not the case in developing contexts, where due to massive income disparities the proportion of income low income families may spend on transport is 20%, whilst wealthy families usually spend only around 5%).

To avoid the problem of suppressed travel costs, Carruthers et al. (2005) defined a measure of public transport affordability as the percentage of the income needed to undertake 60 ten-km one-way trips per month. The study constructed an affordability index for 27 cities distributed across the developing world, and included some of the developed world. In studies focusing on developing contexts, measures often refer to public transport expenditure only (e.g. Serebrisky et al., 2009), reflecting the assumption that car ownership and use are a matter of luxury rather than necessity. In developed countries, private transport costs are typically included, reflecting the assumption that car ownership and use can be a necessity in car dependent societies. Linked to this are measures of the vulnerability of households to fuel price spikes (Dodson and Sipe, 2007), which can be construed as measures of ‘potential’ transport affordability. These measures typically consider areas of low-income and high car dependence as particularly at risk. A similar approach is adopted by Sustrans for their maps of transport poverty in England (2012).

Another limitation of measures based on transport expenditure only is that they do not take into account housing costs. Households might offset higher transport costs with lower housing costs (and vice-versa), and often trade off the two when making residential location choices. Therefore, indices taking into account combined housing and transport costs have been applied in both developed (Litman, 2015) and developing countries (Isalou et al., 2014).

What is clearly important here is to ensure that transport affordability is considered not as an absolute measure, but relationally:

- in the light of other measures of poverty;
- in relation to affordability in other crucial areas (such as housing);
- that it is calculated against some average measure of spend for similar household types or geographical locations.

3.2 Measures of mobility

Measurement of the revealed mobility of different social groups is probably the most common way in which transport researchers have traditionally explored issues of transport poverty. In their review of the literature, Moore et al. (2013) describe the various methodologies to measure mobility among socially disadvantaged groups. Most commonly, such studies point to differences in trip making patterns of different social groups using stratifications such as gender,
age, income, employment status, etc. The three variables for measuring this are usually used: trip generation, trip distance and trip duration. Trip generation measures the number of trips a person or a household makes during a period of time (e.g. Schmocker et al., 2005; Roorda et al., 2010). Trip distance can be used to measure mobility as well to offer as an implicit measure of accessibility (e.g. Morency et al., 2011; Van den Berg et al., 2011; Maoh and Tang, 2012). Trip duration has been modelled using transport network approaches because time of travelling is most often dependent on the network characteristics, the mode and levels of use (e.g. McQuaid and Chen, 2012).

3.3 Accessibility-based measures

Research to develop accessibility measures for transport-inclusion often already include consideration of both the affordability and mobility aspects of transport poverty (Carruthers et al., 2005). For example, in the UK, accessibility planning is based on assessing whether “people are physically and financially able to access transport” (Social Exclusion Unit, 2003, p.1). Halden et al. (2000) reviewed different accessibility measurement techniques, identifying that accessibility analysis considers always a location (origin or destination), the opportunities that people want to access, and the “separation” between people and those opportunities.

In Latin America, Jaramillo et al. (2012) adapted a methodology developed in Australia by Currie (2004) to undertake community-based measures of walking access to the Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) system in Santiago de Cali, Colombia, based upon the area locations of each community, its demography and income characteristics. They concluded that the BRT did not improve the access of many of the isolated peripheral areas of the city, which are also the areas with higher levels of illiteracy, unemployment and higher numbers of households from low socio-economic strata (although at the time of the study only 9% of the system was operating). Other studies used a similar approach but have added activity-based measures of access to key destinations like jobs, educations, leisure and health (Delmelle and Casas, 2012). Bocarejo and Ovieda (2012) further build on this approach to include measures of travel time and costs in their analysis to reflect an understanding of affordability as a key dimension of access to services. Tiwari and Jain (2012) also measured accessibility to the Delhi BRT by calculating the number of destinations (by type) that are within reach of different types of road users, and the number and type of users for whom this metric has increased (compared to the pre-BRT situation).

In the context of the rural Global South, engineers have played a central role in the development of assessment tools to measure transport poverty, such as the Rural Development Index, which measures the access of the rural population to the road network (Roberts et al., 2006). These tools can play an important role in enhancing the geographical identification of transport poverty (as suggested by Howe 2001). However, recent studies (Booth et al., 2000; Bryceson, 2009; Njenga and Davis, 2003; Porter, 2014) highlight the need for a more holistic planning approach in which the focus goes beyond infrastructure building to ensure wellbeing and accessibility. There is also a growing recognition of the importance of involving the local communities directly.
in the development of local transport projects at all stages of planning, design and implementation (Freeman, 2009).

### 3.4 Measures of exposure to environmental externalities

Most of the studies to develop measures of the disproportionate environmental exposures of low-income populations to various forms transport externalities can be found within the US literatures under the umbrella of environmental or transportation justice (Bailey et al. (2012) provide a useful summary of this). The EPA has developed 12 Environmental Indexes based on existing demographics and environmental information (EPA, 2015). In the developing context, Venter et al. (2013) note that most evaluation studies of new transport projects fail to explicitly demonstrate the outcome for different types of household and populations sectors. He recommends detailed ‘before and after’ studies to better understand the impacts of large transport infrastructure projects on the poorest sectors of the population.

### 3.5 Composite measures

Numerous studies now point to the need for much more sophisticated, composite measures of transport and mobility which combine all these different aspects of its varied manifestations (e.g. Miller et al., 2013). These are necessary to understand and respond to the complex mobility needs of different individuals across the wide range of local contexts in which they live and carry out their daily routines (Ferreira and Batey, 2007). The authors recommend that measurement should not only take account of geographical contexts and the socio-demographic characteristics, daily activities and responsibilities and physical and cognitive capabilities of individuals, but also other factors relating to their environmental conditions, such as land uses, transport supply and environmental exposures. The complication here is that these measures generate a need for equally complex geo-coded travel survey data and complimentary detailed land use and transport operating datasets of the kind that are rarely available in developing countries. The next section explores some of the datasets that are currently available to measure transport poverty in the UK context in order to identify the merits and limitations of the currently available datasets as a guide for future data collection.

### 4. Data sources: merits and limitations

While the previous sections have put forward a distinction between mobility poverty, accessibility poverty, transport affordability and exposure to environmental externalities, this section gives an overview of the types of data sources on transport poverty which are currently available in the UK. In doing so, it refers to transport poverty in a generic sense, as the fine distinctions between sub-concepts that have been put forward already are typically not reflected in survey questionnaire design. It then highlights the merits and limitations of available data sources, suggest how they could be improved and reflect on how they could be adapted for use in a development context.
The UK government publishes annually Accessibility Statistics (Department for Transport, 2014a) (i.e. estimates of travel times from where people live to key local services (e.g. employment, education, health, food retail and town centres) with reference to different transport modes (e.g. public transport / walking, cycle, car)). These are available at a high level of geographical detail and are used in local planning. However, they are based on the modelling (potential rather than revealed) journey times, and their spatial aggregation makes it hard to assess the effect of individual and household characteristics. In order to do this, it is necessary to use social survey data.

While the primary aim of the NTS is still to collect data on personal travel patterns (in terms of e.g. frequency, distance, mode choice, etc.), it also collects information on a range of other factors affecting travel. Questions on the accessibility of key local services have been part of the questionnaire since 1998, and questions on travel and mobility difficulties and reasonably detailed information on income have been included since 2002. Fig.2 shows the values of these indicators for low-income (lowest quintile) and other households, based on the latest data available for 2012 (Department for Transport, 2014b). The proportion of households affected by at least one of the issues listed in the figure is 76% for low-income households and 64% for others, demonstrating that problems of access potentially affect the majority of the British population.

Figure 2 - Indicators of transport poverty drawn from the National Travel Survey of Great Britain, 2012 (own elaboration)

As such, the NTS provides reasonably comprehensive information on travel patterns and the accessibility of key services, but it is not an ideal data source for investigating standards of
living. Given the complex interplay between poverty and transport-related social exclusion, this is a limitation. Since 2005, the EU statistics on income and living conditions provides annually detailed harmonised data for all EU member states on income and living conditions at the household level. The comprehensiveness of the information collected on income, employment and living standards allows the identification of households 'at risk of poverty or social exclusion' (AROPE) according to the official indicator adopted by the EU (Eurostat, 2012).

This refers to households either at risk of poverty, severely materially deprived or with very low work intensity\(^2\). While EU-SILC does not usually include questions on the accessibility of key services, these were included in 2007 and 2012 as part of an ad-hoc module on housing conditions. Fig. 3 shows the values of these and other transport poverty indicators for the AROPE group and for the rest of the population in the UK in 2012. The proportion of households affected by at least one of the issues listed in the figure is 70% for the AROPE group and 47% for other households, demonstrating that such problems disproportionately affect groups that are already disadvantaged.

From the perspective of developing countries, the survey instruments and questions illustrated above would require careful, context sensitive adaptation. The figures illustrated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 suggest that in Britain, disadvantaged groups do not on average experience lower levels of access to public transport. They do, however, report higher difficulties in accessing key services. This is explained by lower levels of car ownership; 39% of low-income individuals did not have access to a household car in 2012, and 28% of AROPE households reported that they could not afford one. This is in a context where car dependence is very high: in 2012, 44% of Britons (up from just 22% in 1983) considered the car as “a necessity that adults should not have to do without” (Mack et al., 2012). This is the result of built environment and social factors that make access with alternative modes difficult in many contexts (Lucas and Jones, 2009). This explains why, as illustrated in Fig. 3, 16% of AROPE households own a car despite being in materially deprivation (i.e. not being able to afford three or more out of nine items considered to be necessities). The phenomenon, which is sometimes referred to as ‘forced car ownership’ (Currie et al., 2009), can result in considerable economic stress for households.

Also, Fig. 3 shows that AROPE households are more likely to experience noise and air pollution in the neighbourhoods where they live, and these are often caused by traffic. Therefore, at risk groups in Britain are not only disadvantaged in terms of access, but are also more exposed to the environmental externalities of a largely car dependent transport system.

\(^2\) In this context an household is at risk of poverty when equivalized net income (after social transfers) is less than 60% of the national median; severe material deprivation is defined as not being able to afford at least four out of nine items considered to be necessities (which includes, among other things, a car); very low work intensity, with reference to working age household members, is defined by the ratio between the number of worked and 'workable' months in the 12 months preceding the interview.
An overview of available UK and European data sources highlights that, even in this developed world context where data collection on people’s travel behaviours is regularly undertaken and widespread access is given to them for the purposes of academic research, transport poverty is still a relatively underdeveloped research area that falls between the fields of transport and social research. Travel survey data do not allow for the proper identification of socially excluded groups and, in Britain, the focus of accessibility questions on travel time and public transport / walking does not allow a full grasp of transport poverty issues. Also, national travel surveys have different designs, even within the EU, making international comparison virtually impossible (Akkermans et al., 2013).

On the other hand, living conditions datasets include interesting information on transport poverty, but only to the extent that this fits into other more established research agendas such as material deprivation and housing poverty. A problem with both types of surveys is that there is generally no geographically detailed information on residence and activity destinations of individuals. This means that these surveys cannot be adequately synthesised based on their geographical location and so it is impossible to undertake any detailed modelled analysis of their travel behaviours and behavioural outcomes in the context of the transport systems to which they have (or do not have) access.

**Figure 3 - Indicators of transport poverty for the UK drawn from the EU statistics on income and living conditions (EU-SILC), 2012 (own elaboration)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Percentage of Households</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No car, cannot afford</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise from neighbours or from the street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulties in accessing public transport</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulties in accessing banking services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car ownership + material deprivation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulties in accessing primary healthcare services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulties in accessing grocery services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulties in accessing postal services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pollution, grime or other environmental problems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulties in accessing compulsory school</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**At risk of poverty or social exclusion**

- **Yes**
- **No**
5. Conclusions: recommendations and policy responses

It can be concluded from this brief overview of the literatures and data that transport poverty is an extremely under-explored and poorly articulated problem even within developed countries. It is therefore of little surprise that it has not been properly communicated to the transport engineers, policymakers and consultants who are working on the ground to improve the transport systems of developing cities and their rural hinterlands.

The experience of developed countries has shown that, just as cities cannot build their way out of congestion, similarly they cannot build their way out of transport poverty. Even in countries such as the UK, with an extensive road network and high levels of car ownership, some sectors of the population (and notably the poorest and most vulnerable) are affected by transport poverty. Most notably, problems of accessibility, affordability of transport costs and exposure to externalities are very present even in developed countries. This suggests that, the current focus of transport engineers in the Global South on extending strategic road provision, (e.g. as enshrined by the Rural Access Index), needs to be complemented by a more nuanced understanding of the different facets of transport poverty. This article puts forward a conceptual framework that may help in this endeavour.

However, the transport reality in developing countries is full of contrasts, which makes it hard to compare between as well as within developing and developed countries. Some generalizable similarities are that low-income groups usually spend a high percentage of their income on transport but have the lowest quality transport systems available to them, whereas higher-income groups spend a much lower share of their earning on transport and have the highest quality transport systems available to them. This is reflected in poorer income groups travelling less, walking more and limiting their travel to mandatory trips such as working and studying. They are also most often disproportionately exposed to unsafe and unhealthy travelling environments leading to greater incidences of traffic-related deaths and exposures.

One of the main barriers to a better policy understanding of the problem of transport poverty is the level and sophistication of the available data which is needed to research the problem in any meaningful and geographically specific way. Collection of such data is both time burdensome and costly if it is to be executed with the level of rigour, regularity and transparency that is necessary for detailed analysis. As such, it is a luxury that most developing countries cannot afford. When data collection is made a requirement by external international development agencies and project funders, the data is not generally made publicly available in its raw form for the purposes of independent academic analysis. This detailed analysis is extremely important for the development of appropriate policy solutions, as well as to avoid the expense of poorly targeted policies for transport poverty alleviation.

For example, currently many countries around the world offer blanket concessionary fares to certain targeted population groups, such as older and disabled people and without assessing their actual transport needs. This comes at an extremely high cost to the public purse and may not even be targeting the people who are most in need of assistance (Mackett, 2014).
Furthermore, many of the people in receipt of such subsidies may not be able to use the public transport services either because they live in unserved areas or because of physical or cognitive barriers to their use. On the other hand, the specialists services that have been adapted for use by people with disabilities may not be free to them at the point of delivery and so unaffordable to use. Moreover, there are many social groups that experience transport poverty who do not currently receive such policy considerations at all, such as young people who are not in education and so must pay the full fare to travel on public transport even if they are in low income households or living independently from their families on a low wage.

Some countries in the Global North, such as the USA, UK and France, have experimented with targetted small scale transport interventions to assist people in transport poverty (see e.g. Lucas et al., 2006). Interventions have included the provision of private motor vehicles, other schemes have offered free bus passes or community transport services or motorscooter or bicycle loans. Whilst these policies may effectively target the transport poverty of specific individuals, they do not provide a cost-effective way to address the widespread issues of transport poverty identified in this paper. It is also unlikely that such policies could be introduced in any comprehensive way within the development context, where levels of excessive motorization are already negatively affecting people’s quality of life in most large cities. Neither do they do anything to reverse the disproportionate negative impacts of the traffic system on countless transport poor communities worldwide.
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